AWS LANDING ZONE
Build a secure, best-practice cloud environment for
your business in minutes

USE LANDING ZONE TO CREATE AND MANAGE YOUR AWS CLOUD ENVIRONMENT
SECURE
Landing Zone is an AWS-provided pattern for creating secure business environments in the cloud, combined with strong
identity and access management tools and processes.

RAPID
It only takes an experienced engineer minutes to stand up a Landing Zone deployment, based on discovery of your business
needs. Adding capacity later is the click of a button.

BEST PRACTICE
Based on years of experience from AWS and customer engineers, incorporating best practice from industries like finance,
government, manufacturing, and health care

WHY CUSTOMERS CHOOSE AWS LANDING ZONE
Landing zone can be the right choice for your business if:
You don’t yet have an AWS cloud presence, and
want to start migrating workloads into a secure,
pre-built environment with strong controls and
governance

You want to start realising the benefits of
cloud, including reduced time-to-value, reduced
operational overheads, improved resilience, and
stronger cost management, but don’t know
where to start

You have a compelling event that requires you to
consider plans for physical infrastructure, such as
a data centre exit or an urgent need to increase
capacity for remote workers

You already have an AWS cloud presence that’s
evolved organically over time, and needs some
structure

A Cevo-built AWS Landing Zone can be delivered in as little as two weeks, based on developing an understanding of
your specific business needs and working with your existing engineering teams to ensure seamless integration and
operations.
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CONSULT

REPORT

Cevo’s consultants begin by working
with your engineering teams and
business leaders to understand
the requirements and create a pilot
implementation plan, including cost
projections and ongoing operational
requirements.

Cevo will assist with creating your
AWS accounts, deploying the Landing
Zone pattern and integrating it with
your existing networks. Pilot integration
with existing identity management
systems is also included.

Cevo will provide an implementation
report specifying the implemented
solution, ongoing operational needs,
and considerations for future expansion
including cost and timing estimates.
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